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FROM THE PRESIDENT
The Fellowship of Australian Writers is pleased to announce the results of its 2012 National Literary Awards.
The Fellowship thanks all entrants, sponsors and judges for their participation and support for the Awards. The
generosity of our sponsors enables the Fellowship to run such a comprehensive suite of awards. Our judges
selflessly volunteer a huge chunk of their lives to make some very tough decisions. Writers of all ages, from all
over Australia, provide the rich material that we celebrate with the presentation of these awards.
Congratulations to those who have received awards this year. To those who have not, I urge you to read the
judges’ reports carefully, have faith in your work and persevere. Keep writing and keep reading for inspiration,
stimulation and confirmation. Writers are readers too.
Lynn Smailes
President, Fellowship of Australian Writers (FAW) 2013

2013 NATIONAL LITERARY AWARDS
The 2013 National Literary Awards will open on 1st September and close on 30th November 2013.
From August 2013 you will be able to download an entry form from the FAW website: writers.asn.au
or you can obtain one by sending a SSAE to: FAW, 6–8 Davies Street, Brunswick, VIC 3058
Entry forms are also included in the September issue of The Australian Writer, the regular publication of the
Fellowship of Australian Writers (FAW) Vic. Inc.

ABOUT THE FELLOWSHIP
The Fellowship was established in 1928 and has branches across Australia. Like all of the interstate branches, the
Victorian branch operates without ongoing government funding. Daily activities are carried out by a voluntary
committee who are dedicated to nurturing and supporting the aspirations of writers at all stages of their careers.
FAW members receive
•
four issues of The Australian Writer per year
•
the opportunity to submit work for publication in the magazine
•
advice on contracts, publishing and other matters
•
the opportunity to participate in our regular writers’ meetings in Melbourne and in country Victoria
•
ongoing information about, and discounted entry into, the National Literary Awards
If you would like information about FAW membership, please visit writers.asn.au
or write to: Fellowship of Australian Writers, 6-8 Davies Street, Brunswick, VIC 3056
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PART 1 — BOOK AWARDS

FAW EXCELLENCE IN NON-FICTION AWARD

Advertised as the FAW Sid Harta Literature Award
Sponsored by Fellowship of Australian Writers (FAW) Vic. Inc.
In its fortieth year, this is an Award for a non-fiction work, including biography and autobiography, of sustained quality and
distinction with an Australian theme.
Winner ($1000)
Chris Masters Uncommon Soldier NSW Allen & Unwin
Highly Commended
Ross McMullin Farewell Dear People VIC Scribe Publications
Pattie Wright Ray Parkin’s Odyssey NSW Pan MacMillian
Commended
Lucy Frost Abandoned Women NSW Allen & Unwin
Judges’ Report: Jean Thornton and Dr Bill Anderson
Although fewer books were entered this year the entries were of a very high quality and there were a number of excellent
books. The winning entries were of outstanding quality and the judges had little difficulty in arriving at their decision.
Uncommon Soldier is an important, timely, well (and bravely) researched and beautifully written book. This outstanding
book is a worthy winner in a year where the competition was fierce.
Farewell Dear People and Ray Parkin’s Odyssey are splendid books. Both are prodigiously well researched, well-written and
make important contributions to our historical understanding.
Abandoned Women is a gem of a book — micro history at its best.

FAW CHRISTINA STEAD AWARD
Sponsored by Lodge Prospect

This is an award for a work of fiction first published in Australia. First presented in 1997, the Award is named after
Australian novelist and short story writer, Christina Stead (1902–1983).
Winner ($500)
Kate Morton The Secret Keeper NSW Allen & Unwin
Highly Commended
Neil Grant The Ink Bridge NSW Allen & Unwin
Majok Tulba Beneath the Darkening Sky VIC Penguin Group
Andrew McGahan Voyage of the Unquiet Ice NSW Allen & Unwin
Commended
Annah Faulkner The Beloved Pan NSW MacMillian
Denise Leith What Remains NSW Allen & Unwin
Bruce Scates On Dangerous Ground: A Gallipoli Story WA UWA Publishing
Special Mention
Craig Silvey The Amber Amulet
Judges’ Report: Philip Rainford and Gail Blundell
A good novel grabs your attention early, drawing you into the story by dropping breadcrumbs of unanswered questions
to pique the reader’s interest. These answers must be worth pursuing and that’s what makes a book one that cannot be
put down. Many books started off well but either failed to maintain the reader’s interest in the answers to questions. This
year the short listed entries were of very high quality, making the final choice very difficult. There were at least three or
four other books that deserved commendation but had to be eliminated. Those who ultimately succeeded were those who
maintained the interest throughout the story and maintained that tantalising breadcrumb trail. Some really good stories
were eliminated due to poor structure or unbelievable, unrealistic endings.
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FAW ANNE ELDER AWARD

Sponsored by Anne Elder Trust, managed by Catherine Elder and FAW

Named in honour of Anne Josephine Chloe Elder (1918–1976), this is an award for a first book of poetry first
published in Australia. Anne Elder was a ballet dancer and poet. The funds for the Award are provided by a fund
that is administered by the Fellowship and Catherine Elder.
Winner ($1000)
Elizabeth Allen Body Language NSW Vagabond
Highly Commended
Eileen Chong burning rice VIC Australian Poetry
Commended
Toby Fitch Rawshock NSW Puncher and Wattmann
Susan McCreery Waiting for the Southerly SA Ginninderra Press
Judges’ Report: Report Meg McNena and Garth Madsen

Elizabeth Allen may have wanted to ‘write a poem about putting on the washing, taking the rubbish out, catching the bus
home’ but within these everyday themes, she evokes the complexity of emotions within any human relationships. This
is a clear, accessible and cohesive collection. Eileen Chong’s burning rice was a close second. The title poem captures the
merging of conflicting cultures as well as the clash between heritage and the contemporary, themes that thread through
the book as a whole. The imagery is always vivid and evocative, resonant and worldly. Susan McCreery’s Waiting for the
Southerly is filled with elegantly structured verse. She lets her strong imagery do the work in her poems and they are all the
more powerful because of an element of understatement. Someone flicking through Toby Fitch’s Rawshock in a bookshop
would undoubtedly be taken by the often beautiful shape poetry in this collection, but Fitch’s real strength is in his
lyricism, in his metaphors and often surrealist imagery.
The standard of entries was very high this year and the long list was very long indeed. Some poets tried to cram too much
into one book while others clearly should have waited a year or two to produce works of more consistency. The FAW Anne
Elder Award is for a first book of poetry and so poets only get one chance at it. As judges, we would encourage the majority
of entrants to go on to produce further collections.

FAW BARBARA RAMSDEN AWARD

Sponsored by Institute of Professional Editors & the Fellowship of Australian Writers (Victoria)
The Barbara Ramsden Award is a major literary award for a book of quality writing in any field of literature and recognises
the contributions by both author and editor in producing the final work. In its twenty-ninth year this is an award for a major
literary award for a book of quality writing in any field of literature and recognises the contribution by both author and editor
in producing the final product.
The Fellowship supplies two specially cast bronze plaques, ‘The Origin of Communication’ designed by the late Andor
Meszaros and provided by Andor’s son, renowned sculptor and medallionist, Michael Meszaros. The plaques are presented to
the author and the editor to recognise the combined effort of both parties to achieve final result.
Plaque Winner
The Ink Bridge NSW Allen & Unwin
Neil Grant Author Jodie Webster Editor
Special Mention
Dirty Fracking Business VIC Melbourne Books
Peter Ralph Author Daan Spijer Editor
Special Mention
Money Shot VIC Scribe Publications
Jeff Sparrow Author Julie Carlomagno Editor
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Judges’ Report: Kaaren Sutcliffe AE (Canberra Society of Editors) and Pamela Ball (Society of Editors SA)
The Award attracted a high quality field of entries and a remarkable array of works. The judges were hard pressed to find ways
to differentiate the works based on the style and technical quality of the writing alone. Broadening the context, the judges
considered the suitability of the works for their audiences and whether they were a stand-out within their field or broke new
ground. While the task of choosing a winner remained a challenge, a couple of works simmered to the surface. The Ink Bridge
is an outstanding work of fiction, where the collaboration and compassion of the author and editor have together produced
a moving and enthralling tale that is relayed in a distinctive voice.
‘It is easy to look back and see all the pieces and joins between them. The shards that could one day form this story. The tricky
part is getting them all to fit together. It is like building an arch.’ So writes lead character Hector Morrow in the prologue to
The Ink Bridge. This story deftly builds a multilayered bridge between two silent boys: Omed of Afghanistan whose tongue
has been cut out by the Taliban and Hector of Australia who refuses to speak due to trauma. With glimpses of Afghani
and Australian culture that are vivid and beautiful yet gritty, the reader is compelled to keep following this moving story.
Throughout the novel the ways bridges are tenuously created between people, and the importance of words, subtly underpins
the characters’ interactions.
The book has been painstakingly researched and is beautifully crafted with an ending that is credible and subtly presented.
The writing and editing are seamless, and author Neil Grant acknowledges this: ‘As an editor, Jodie was wholly invested in
the manuscript; it is this generosity of spirit that turned a mere collection of words into a novel that might sing to a reader …
her compassion and empathy and lightness of touch have made The Ink Bridge the novel I wanted to write.’
Highly Commended is a work of non-fiction, Money Shot: A Journey into Porn and Censorship, authored by Jeff Sparrow
and edited by Julia Carlomagno (Scribe Publishers). This is an extensive, well-structured exploration of challenging and
sometimes shocking subject matter presented with brutal honesty but leavened with humour. The author pays tribute to his
editor’s professional intervention not only in matters of stylistic consistency but also in fact checking in dark places and, on
occasions, arguing the point.
The judges also commended the editorial intervention of Daan Spijer in Peter Ralph’s writing of Dirty Fracking Business. This
work of fiction shows evidence of a strong editor-author partnership in turning the author’s abundant research findings on
such a current, controversial subject into a narrative that will educate the reader through entertainment.
While these works stood out from the others, each of the entries is testament to the close and constructive partnerships that
can be formed between author, editor and publisher, enabling the vision for each book to be fulfilled. Without exception, the
entries were based on or around contemporary themes and issues of importance to today’s society. The standard bodes well
for Australian publishing and the readers.

About the Barbara Ramsden Plaque, ‘The Origin of Communication’, designed by Andor Meszaros (above)
The man is drawing an aboriginal myth on the wall, and the woman is telling the children the story of what is depicted.
This draws together the notions of storytelling and art expressing the story. By extension, writing, which developed later
than painting, falls into the category of expressing the story. Description provided by Michael Meszaros.
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PART 2 — MANUSCRIPT AWARDS

FAW COMMUNITY OF WRITERS AWARD

Sponsored by Fellowship of Australian Writers (FAW) Vic. Inc.

This is an award that was started in 1997 for an anthology by a community writers’ group. Originally titled the FAW SAAB
Community Writers Award, it was renamed in 1999 the FAW Community Writers Award the FAW Community of Writers
Award in 2012.
Winner ($500)
The Tower Writing Group The Tower Anthology NSW
Highly Commended
The Write Offs Adventures in Memoir Writing TAS
Commended
Little Lonsdale Group Little Loaded Guns VIC
Poets by the River The Persistence of Song TAS
Judge’s Report: Jennifer Harrison
It was a complex field this year. I enjoyed very much the memoir writing of ‘The Write Offs’. Filtered through memory,
their stories of life, angst and strange adventure were oddly satisfying. Indeed, many of the submitted collections presented
uplifting tales with gusto and bold imagination. In the end, The Tower Anthology pipped the others at the post. The diversity
of voice won me over. There was an unschooled vitality that I found thrilling: a reminder that sometimes the best writing
is less ‘tooled’ and surprises by being on edge and often raw. It was a terrific year of entries with poetry and prose equally
absorbing and many anthologies, perhaps in some other year, worthy of recommendation. Congratulations to all the writing
groups that produce such absorbing fictional and biographical stories and poems. When reading the submissions, I felt the
communal enterprise of the writers strongly and came away with renewed confidence in the creativity of the anthology form.

FAW JENNIFER BURBIDGE SHORT STORY AWARD
Sponsored by Mary Burbidge

In its twelfth year, this award honours Jennifer Burbidge. It is for a story dealing with any aspect of the lives of those who
suffer from some form of mental disability and/or its impact on their families.
Winner $250
Gregory Yeates Empathy NSW
Commended
Vicky Daddo What You See is What You Get VIC
Karen Hollands Yearning QLD
Liam King Concerto TAS
Judge’s Report: Mary Burbidge
Many entries were of a good standard this year, well-shaped stories with satisfying endings rather than accounts of the impact
of disability on people’s lives. They were generally well written and carefully edited, although some errors in spelling (often
the wrong homophone and so not picked up by spell-check) and grammar still slipped through.
The winning story, ‘Empathy’,  stood out for its warmth and the vividness of the images and feelings it evoked, although it
was marked down on the first read-through for some jarring spelling errors.
This is the story of a bus trip, told by a young woman with a mild intellectual disability and some socially-inappropriate
behaviours. It is an excellent example of the power of showing, not telling. The reader can see what is happening in that
bus, see the reactions of the other passengers and really feel the emotional vibes — consternation, repulsion, amusement,
embarrassment, anxiety, mortification, empathy — she stirs up but the narrator tells us none of this as she is absorbed in her
own project and is unaware of her impact on others.
The commended stories appealed in different ways and it was hard to choose between them.
‘What You See is What You Get’ adeptly presents a relationship developing between a young man with Asperger’s syndrome
and a teenage girl struggling with the embarrassment of total hair loss. It is told largely through entertaining dialogue.
‘Concerto’ appealed mostly for the power and the technical richness of its description of the playing and of the concerto the
young one-handed virtuoso pianist was performing at her post-accident debut. ‘Yearning’ is a gentle compassionate story
about a woman who re-evaluates her life after confronting the death of a vagrant following a seizure.
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FAW MARY GRANT BRUCE SHORT STORY AWARD FOR CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
Sponsored by Wellington Shire Council
In its thirty-first year, this is awarded for a manuscript written for readers aged 10–15 years with a special prize for winners
from Gippsland. The Award began in 1981 and is named after the much loved author and journalist, Mary Grant Bruce
Winner ($600)
Keith Coombes Godoomba QLD
Second ($300)
Vicky Daddo Billy’s Wings VIC
Highly Commended
Gemma Crofts Mayfield VIC
Anna Quinlan By Burra Creek ACT
Commended
Christopher Ringrose McIntyre’s Beach VIC
Janice Williams And Prithee, Love Remember VIC
Katharina Colmer Tarnished Silver Spoons NSW
Gippsland Regional Winner ($200)
Vicky Daddo Billy’s Wings VIC
Judge’s Report: Margaret Campbell
Choosing winners for this award is always a challenging experience and this year I was reassured by the standard overall.
Writers paid more attention to structure, dialogue, spelling and grammar in a diverse collection of stories. If a story leaves
you thinking about it for some time after reading it, sometimes disturbingly, it certainly has merit, and the re-reading is
just as enduring.
The winner, ‘Godoomba’, weaves the song of this ancient land, its people and creatures, through a narrative of many
themes, including homophobia, bullying and misconception, with the excellent use of authentic dialogue and the poetic
voice of the land.
‘Billy’s Wings’ is a poignant story of the death of a young boy. Its strength is in the celebration of Billy’s life and the parents’
quiet acceptance of his passing. There is no mention of death in this narrative which adds to its strength and poignancy.
‘Billy’s Wings’ is also the winner of the Gippsland Award.

FAW JOHN SHAW NEILSON POETRY AWARD
Sponsored by Collected Works Bookshop
In its forty-first year, this is an award for a poem or suite of poems of sustained quality and distinction by an Australian
author. It commenced in 1971 and has never changed its name. John Shaw Neilson was born in 1872 in Penola in South
Australia. His father was John Neilson who gained a reputation as a bush poet in the 1870s.
Winner ($600)
David Campbell Famous Last Words VIC
Second ($150)
EA Horne The Mask-Maker NSW
Highly Commended
Tony Lintermans The Evidence VIC
Kathryn Lomer The GOMA Man TAS
Laura Jan Shore What I want to know VIC
Commended
Ron Pretty Respect NSW
Liz Robinson This Way of Leaving WA
Elizabeth Allen Post-mortem NSW
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Judge’s Report: Garth Madsen
Everyone is getting older and the themes of ageing and its distant cousin, memory or the loss of it, have dominated this year’s
entries. There were a large number of works that examined dementia and used it as a metaphor for the decay of relationships.
There were many strong poems and the long-list was exactly half the field. Many of the poems that did not make it were
excellent descriptions but went no further than that. Other poems were good in their parts but not as a whole. Many needed
more work and some had been overworked. The final short list was very strong indeed. Like so many of the entries, ‘Famous
Last Words’, is about the relationship between a mother and a daughter. There is no nostalgia here, not for a life lived, not
for a frayed relationship, nor the house that has been sold. The poem builds detail up on detail. Every second stanza is a oneliner and these stanzas read together create a second poem. ‘The Mask Maker’ nimbly exploits our association of the image
of the mask with identity while exploring the relationship of the mask maker with the face owner. The poet handles complex
themes with ease. Also worthy of mention were ‘Advice to Yachtsmen’, ‘Home’, ‘Moving Mother’, ‘Swimming at the Top
Cut’ and ‘Synaethesia Mural’.

FAW JIM HAMILTON AWARD

Sponsored by Fellowship of Australian Writers (FAW) Vic. Inc.
In its eighteenth year, this is an award for an unpublished novel of sustained quality and distinction by an Australian
author. It began in 1994 and has never changed its name. It is named in honour of Jim Hamilton, recognising the
contribution that Jim and his family made in devoting thirty years of service to the FAW, Australian writers and writing.
Winner ($1000)
Graham Shiel Kingdom of the Father VIC
Highly Commended
Caroline de Costa Double Madness QLD
Commended
Rodney Watts Asante Kate VIC
Tessa Lunney Home Leave NSW
Wendy Patricia Graham Leaving Gypsy VIC
Wendy Patricia Graham Midnight Bus VIC
Nicole Jamison Write Your Long Work TAS
Judges’ Report: Robert Watson and Clare Carlin
The entries for the 2012 Jim Hamilton Award showed writers looking locally for inspiration, and many authors writing wellplotted genre novels.
The winning entry — Kingdom of the Father — distinguished itself by possessing two qualities that were surprisingly absent
from most submissions: It is a novel of ideas (some of which are profound) and its main character undergoes change and
development in the course of his considerable journey. The first quality is seen to influence the second, convincingly.
However, the writer’s work has only just begun: the publisher/reader’s merciless diktat will see to it that long branches of his/
her creation will be pruned into a more accommodating shape. The lesson is hard and endlessly punishing: to write is to edit.
Some authors seemed to lack an understanding about shifts in Australian culture, with the result that narratives felt dated.
Whatever you write, it’s important to know and understand the wider culture within which you’re writing — the context
within which you are producing work — as well as developing your own story and voice.
Watch out for always choosing expression over communication. A good book brings in and engages readers.
If you have a wealth of knowledge on a subject aim to embed this information within a narrative rather than breaking off a
story to tell the reader everything you know. Scene building and showing is important in this regard. It’s not so interesting
for the reader to be lectured on a subject.
Some excellent books for new and emerging writers looking for guidance are: Richard Skinner’s Fiction Writing: the Essential
Guide to Writing a Novel and Making Stories and How Ten Australian Novels were Written by Kate Grenville and Sue Woolfe.
Both are available online.
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FAW ANGELO B. NATOLI SHORT STORY AWARD
Sponsored by A.B. Natoli Pty
In its twelfth year, this award is for a short story of up to 3000 words of sustained quality and distinction by an Australian
author. Commenced in 1999. it is named in memory of Angelo B. Natoli who for many years served as Honorary Solicitor
to the FAW and whose firm still retains that office.
Winner ($600)
Katerina Protopsaltis First Road NSW
Second ($400)
Mark Smith On the Port Keats Road VIC
Highly Commended
Sophia Barnes Oddlings NSW
Linda Brucesmith Feathers like Fingerprints VIC
Commended
Barry Divola Knitting NSW
Roger Vickery Stamps NSW
Julie Chevalier Watching Wade VIC

			
Judge’s Report: Louise Le Nay
The winning story, ‘First Road’, is an accomplished portrayal of damaged characters. It tells the story of a short car trip with
two junkies, told through the eyes and the senses of the adolescent child who is sitting in the back seat. The humour in the
story is grim, the observations are truthful; there is no mawkish sentiment. ‘Tonny’ is pragmatic — she has been betrayed by
everyone around her. She indulges in whimsy but never self-pity. The character of Tonny’s mother — self-centred, immature
and grotesque — is memorable.
The second place getter, ‘On the Port Keats Road’, is a story of hope. It follows the car trip home of T-Bone with his uncle.
T-Bone’s experience in prison is contrasted with the story of the boy who did not survive. T-Bone’s connection to his family
and his country is paramount. We understand that his mother, calling to him in his own language as he is taken from the
courtroom, may be the thread of hope that kept him alive during the time of his incarceration. The story is told with beauty
and insight. Its inherent tragedy (the death in custody of the other boy) is articulated with dignity.
The overall standard of the stories was high this year with very little separating the finalists. The short list, a group of twenty
stories, was excellent. All stories demonstrated strength in style and sophisticated insights. In the end, I awarded prizes to the
authors who were bravest with subtext and character.
My sincere congratulations to the winners and the commended entries, and thanks, as always, to the FAW for the privilege
and pleasure of reading the entries.

FAW DI CRANSTON AWARD
Sponsored by Di Cranston
In its twenty-fourth year this Award is for a for a play, screenplay or TV script of sustained quality and distinction by an
Australian author. It commenced in 1988 as the FAW Young Writers Script Award
Winner ($250)
Leonard Bibby The Greek Divers of Broome WA
Highly Commended
Luke Preston The Chain Breakers VIC
Luke Preston Dark City Blue VIC
Judge’s Report: Peter Krausz
It was disappointing this year to see fewer submissions in this category, as well as a reduction in the range and quality of
writing. The art of writing a good play, screenplay or radio play, is not an easy one, and I encourage writers to seek out
appropriate courses, as well as write many drafts and have them looked at by people in and around the industry.
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I was also quite surprised to see an entry that was submitted a few years ago, reinforcing the need for originality, or at least
redefining genre, to demonstrate good control of the writing process and understanding audience responses. Indeed, no radio
play was submitted, and I certainly want to encourage revisiting this area. Also, there was a paucity of screenplays, indicating
the need to have more writers attempting this field, and writing good scripts for filmmakers. There is some consistency in
stage play writing at least, but writers should explore more original ways of formulating plays, as well as redrafting as much
as possible to ensure quality writing.
This year’s winner demonstrated a fine understanding on a little known aspect of Australian history and culture, set in
a small town, where characters emerge reflecting the cultural and social ethos of a developing country. The interesting
characterisations, based on real stories of the area in the 1940s and 50s, vividly portrays people enmeshed in change and
survival. Post-war Australia offered new perspectives on culture and life, evoked in this finely written play where social change
was becoming a reality. Indeed, the nature of Australian culture itself is a major part of this play, reflecting a similar time
period and attitude found in Ray Lawler’s Summer of the 17th Doll, yet with its own distinctive voice.
The two commended pieces were good genre evocations that highlighted the importance of good character creation, as well
as a strong sense of time and place.
I certainly want to encourage writers to be more adventurous, challenge prevailing writing conventions, and attempt story
and character that defies the usual expectations. Good quality writing builds on previous work, but finds its own distinctive
voice in compelling and challenging ways. I urge writers out there to consider this, and certainly submit more screenplays,
plays and radio plays next year, as this form of writing is so essential in the overall literary sphere.

FAW WHITELIGHT TV DRAMA SCRIPT AWARD Part A
Sponsored by Whitelight Productions
Winner ($125)
Troy Hunter Tiny Silences VIC
Highly Commended
Trish Larkins Synapse VIC
Neil McInnes Dream Weaver QLD
Judge’s Report: Angelo Salamanca
I found the majority of the pieces compelling. I felt however that too many of this year’s scripts relied heavily on dialogue
and not enough on imagery to convey the story. Screenwriting is essentially a blueprint for a visual medium in which to tell a
story and that story’s essence, texture and flavour requires imagery to not only heighten the story’s narrative but also elucidate
its themes.
I was pleased to see the sci-fi genre tackled, with one piece venturing into the hybrid genre of crime thriller / sci fi with wit
and gusto. It was also good to have the supernatural thriller genre embraced and adroitly handled. No mean feat in the short
film format.
The perennial ‘fraught family issues’ theme was again well represented in this year’s batch. Mother / daughter and father /
son relationships were prominent. In a beautifully understated way interspersed with moments of comedy and angst, these
pieces depicted that state of flux many parents and adult children find themselves in when estrangement rears its ugly head.
An odd-couple scenario involving a young bag-snatcher desperately seeking “home” and “family” and a lonely elderly woman
seeking stimulating company, was bold in its scope and moving in its resolution. Similarly the story of a middle-aged man
needing closure over his dead partner whilst in denial over her passing, was deftly realized and filmic in quality.
Unfortunately some applicants neglected to present their screenplays in the correct format. I would urge anyone unsure as to
the correct way to format a screenplay, to go online and study templates for the Australian film industry standard.
Prospective producers and/or assessors appreciate the effort taken to correctly format a script. It demonstrates a willingness
by the writers to take their work seriously.
I hasten to add, however, that on this occasion incorrectly formatted scripts were not disadvantaged.
I would also urge writers tackling screenwriting for the first time to read scripts of produced works so as to gauge the success
(or otherwise) of the transition from the page to screen. As a teacher on screenwriting and judge for this award, I eagerly seek
compelling story-lines, strong imagery through gripping big print, and engaging dialogue and subtext.
And please, avoid hackneyed scenarios!
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FAW WHITELIGHT TV ONE PAGE TREATMENTS
Sponsored by Hive TV
This is the first year of this award and it is for a one page treatment (concept) for a documentary by an Australian author of
any age.
Winner
Simon Smithson The Gentleman’s Guide VIC
Highly Commended
Georgina Luck Celebrating Short Story Writers, Publishers and Readers VIC
Gaytana Adorna Books, Writing and Spoken Word VIC
Judge’s Report: Philip Rainford
This award was not well supported and most entries were too simplistic or lacked public interest in the topic. The winning
entry offered a mixture of humour and information for ‘Gentlemen’ to behave in all situations, with the potential as a series
as opposed to a one-off. It was the best presented and well thought-out proposal. The Highly Commended entries offered an
interesting TV format for promoting writers and it was proposed that both ideas be united into an idea that was better than
the sum of its parts.
Many entries were simply the beginnings of an idea. Often writers put forward ideas without asking the question ‘Who
would want to view this?’ This is the first question any producer is going to ask and if that audience is not broad enough
the program will not be made. The prize here is that Hive Television will produce the pilot to assist in selling the idea to
commercial or Pay TV, if unsuccessful, the pilot would be considered as a project for Hive Television. Submissions to Hive
TV were entered into the Award on behalf of the entrants.

PART 3 — YOUNG WRITERS’ AWARDS

FAW YOUNG POET OF THE YEAR AWARD PART A
Sponsored by Clare’s Desk
This award is in its thirty-forth year, It recognises writers aged 8 – 12 years and is awarded for a poem of sustained quality
and distinction by an Australian Author under 16 years. This award commenced in 1976 it was originally the FAW CJ
Dennis Poetry Award.
Joint Winners ($100)
Braedyn Palmer Cairns/Port Douglas QLD
Lucinda Richards Remember VIC
Highly Commended
Brynnie Rafe The Golden Huntress VIC
Anna Walls Antarctica TAS
Commended
Thea Phillips Midnight Feast NSW
Anna Walls Roses TAS

FAW YOUNG POET OF THE YEAR AWARD Part B
Sponsored by Clare’s Desk
Joint Winners ($150)
Michelle Yiwei Chai Dreamtime NSW
Sandy Milne Mabo,1992 WA
Highly Commended
Suzanne Jane Jaeger The Bird VIC
Commended
Suzanne Jane Jaeger The Words I Write VIC
Sashia Daale-Setiady Captive at Gingerbread house TAS
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Judge’s Report: Shirley Randles
Submissions were either in free verse or carefully rhymed. Choosing winners from these entries was difficult because of the
overall high standard of the work presented — particularly in Part B, where the entries were exceptional. From the similar
themes presented, it appears that classroom teachers successfully inspired their students to create well-structured poetry and
that many entries came from excellent poetry lessons from within the classroom. Many entries successfully demonstrated the
emotional effect of using well placed, careful repetition.
Considering the age group in Part A, all submissions this year were unusually mature. Unnecessary words were kept to a
minimum and care was taken with rhythm and rhyme. Common themes dealt with were war, nature and/or the environment.
In the entries for Part B, relationships, war and the environment were the predominant themes. Several poems on relationships
demonstrated strong emotions. However, too many long, detailed examples of rejection and loneliness detracted from the
intended effect. Reading work aloud will assist in eliminating unnecessary words which can detract from a poem’s natural
rhythm.
Even those who did not gain a place in the judging deserve to be congratulated on their excellent efforts and they must be
encouraged to continue writing poetry.

FAW MICHAEL DUGAN SHORT STORY AWARD PART A
Sponsored by Penguin Books Australia
The award commenced thirty-six years ago in 1976 as the FAW Alan Marshall Award. In 1994, it changed its nature from
an award for a work of fiction or long poem with a strong narrative element, to a short story award for young writers. Now
in its eighteenth year, this is an award for a short story of sustained quality and distinction by an Australian author under
16 years. Part A is writers of 8–12 years. Part B is for writers of 13–16 years.
Winner ($100)
Olivia Grace Craig The Magical Maze VIC
Highly Commended
Rosie Gourlay The Hidden Locket NSW
Rachael Carroll Emily Brown
Commended
Ailish Van Diemen The Melithica VIC
Krista Di Marco Blood Spot VIC
Nadia Godam-Hossen The Peril of the Elements VIC

FAW MICHAEL DUGAN SHORT STORY AWARD Part B
Sponsored by Penguin Books Australia

		
Judge’s Report: Shirley Randles

Winner ($150)
Freya Cox A New Life Across the Ocean TAS
Highly Commended
Pascale Kahn Silver Creek NSW
Matilda Winnell The Hidden Place VIC

As usual, judging was hard. All entries were written well but for several entrants their works lost their way. Many entrants
did not apply to the rules, eg, no page numbers, name on entry. These did not sway my judging and with fairness to all
the contestants, I judged their works on their merit. In 2013, I would like to see the rules religiously adhered to. Not every
entry could win and to those who were not placed, ‘Keep writing’.
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FAW JOHN MORRISON SHORT STORY AWARD
Sponsored by Paul Jennings
In its forty-seventh year this is an award for a short story of sustained quality and distinction by an Australian author
between 15-20 years. It commenced in 1965 as the FAW State of Victoria Short Story Award, which ceased in 1989. It
is named after John Gordon Morrison, who was born in Sunderland, England He was awarded the Gold Medal of the
Australian Literature Society, the Patrick White Literary Award in 1986 and the Order of Australia in 1989.
Winner ($200)
Liam King Concerto TAS
Second ($100)
Cameron Croese Mellow NSW
Highly Commended
Cameron Croese Hero NSW
Damien Hamilton Set and Forget VIC
Judge’s Report: Jennifer Harrison
There were fewer entries this year and I think I would have enjoyed a richer field, though it’s difficult to critique what
might have emerged. This quibble doesn’t detract from the excellence of the winners, terrific short stories: clever,
sophisticated and life illumining. ‘Concerto’ is a brilliant account of a concert pianist’s ‘stream of consciousness’
performance anxieties and underestimated triumphs. ‘Hero’ and ‘Mellow’ appeared to be similar in voice, perhaps
written by the same author, though the stories are differently paced. In both, clever dialogue and strong characterisations
predominate. I also liked ‘Set and Forget’ for its original science fiction swagger.

FAW MAVIS THORPE CLARK AWARD PART A
Sponsored by Graeme and Robyn Base

In its sixteenth year this is an award for an anthology of sustained quality and distinction by an Australian student.
It commenced in 1994 with no name changes. It is named in honour of Mavis Thorpe Clark who was born 26 June, 1909
in Melbourne, Australia. Mavis Thorpe Clark was a prolific writer of children’s fiction who, in late life, also wrote for adults.
Winner ($350)
Emma Lester The Humble Blood Cell and Other Works TAS
Highly Commended
Charlotte Ellis A Nostalgic Illusion VIC
Luke Mannix Writing for Thought VIC
Commended
Sabrina Lloyd Hardship and Hope QLD

FAW MAVIS THORPE CLARK AWARD PART B
Sponsored by Graeme & Robyn Base

Winner ($200)
St Michael’s College Year 7 & 8 EDGE Writing Classes Under the Triple Moons TAS
Highly Commended
Suzanne Cory High School Ancient Persian Comics VIC
Suzanne Cory High School The Teen Years VIC
Judge’s Report: Shirley Hassen
As usual, judging was hard. All entries were written well, but some entrants did not observe the conventions of writing for
competitions, for example, not using page numbering, name on entry. In fairness to all contestants I did not let such things
sway me and I judged the work on merit. In 2013 I would urge entrants to adhere to the rules religiously. Not every entry
would win and to those who were not placed, ‘Keep Writing’.
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IVY HART PEACE AND ENVIRONMENT RHYMING POETRY AWARD PART A
Sponsored by Meryl Tobin
This award is in memory of Ivy Hart, who died in 2003. A lover and writer of rhyming poetry and a political activist for
social justice and preserving the environment, she published two books of rhyming poetry on these issues, and they have
been used in schools. This is an award for rhyming poetry of sustained quality and distinction with the theme Peace OR the
Environment. Part A is for primary school students in Years 3–4 and Part B for primary school children in Years 5–6.
Winner ($100)
Ruby Dowling The Endangered Black - Footed Ferret TAS
Second
Celine Ng If I had Wings WA
Highly Commended
Tessa Yu Dreams of Peace TAS

IVY HART PEACE AND ENVIRONMENT RHYMING POETRY AWARD PART B
Sponsored by Meryl Tobin

Winner ($100)
Alice Emily Clark Lament of the White Tiger WA
Second
Brynnie Rafe How Can I Write About Peace? VIC
Judge’s Report: Meryl Tobin
All four entries in Part A and six in Part B were worthy entries. As writing a rhyming poem is not easy, it was good to see
young primary school pupils ‘having a go’. The major winning poem in each section stood out for its originality, and all poets
expressed a love of nature or a wish for peace in the world. However, poems need to be read aloud to make sure rhyme and
rhythm always work.
Each First Prize-winning poem featured an endangered animal.  In Section A the winning poem is a lyrical poem which
paints a picture of the endangered black-footed ferret. Memorable lines include [If] danger, I can hear!/I scurry off quickly,/like
sugar dissolving, I disappear. In the runner-up poem, a What If …? poem, the poet imagines what it would be like to have
wings or a fin. The Highly Commended poem expresses mature ‘dreams of peace’ for a Year 3-4 poet.
In Section B the winning poem tells the story of a white tiger who sees his family slaughtered. After he is captured, he
compares his fate with the wider fate of the natural world:
If you think it sad
How I was cruelly defiled
You should see what you humans
Have done to the wild.
The writer of the runner-up poem tells us that to find the key to peace We must work together as one.
As seeing their work in print is a great stimulus, poets should try to get their poems published.
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PART 4

FAW CHRISTOPHER BRENNAN AWARD
Sponsored by Sally Dugan

This is the thirty-ninth year of an award to honour an Australian poet who has written work of sustained quality and
distinction.
The Fellowship supplies a special cast bronze plaque designed by Michael Meszaros. The image shows an artist’s hand drawing
back a curtain to symbolise that all artists set out to clarify for their audience something worthwhile and relevant. The
recipient each year is chosen by judges on behalf of the Fellowship. It commenced in 1973 and has had no name changes. It
is named after Christopher Brennan (1870-1932)
Judges: Sherryl Clark, Kris Hemensley

Winner: Tim Thorne
Tim Thorne is a Tasmanian poet who was born in 1944. He was associated with the ‘Generation of ‘68’ poets, whose work
has had a profound impact on modern Australian poetry. Tim Thorne’s poetry has won many awards and enabled him to
take up a number of scholarships, writing fellowships and writing residencies in different parts of the world. He has also been
a very active supporter of poetry and other literary initiatives, particularly in Tasmania, where he founded the Launceston
Poetry Cup and the Cornford Press. As well publishing more than twelve poetry books, Tim Thorne is/has been a teacher,
tutor, political activist, reviewer, newspaper columnist and festival director.
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